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Alumni in the spotlight

HONOURING
HIS

ROOTS

Dr Chua Koon Ting

Clinical Director, Polygems (PG) Dental Care
Diploma in Biomedical Science (Merit)
Bachelor of Dental Surgery (BDS)

As the first polytechnic student in
Singapore accepted into the Faculty
of Dentistry, National University of
Singapore (NUS), Dr Chua Koon Ting,
31, is now the proud owner of Polygems
Dental Care. In this exclusive interview,
he shared with us his uneasy teenage
years, trials and tribulations. Prepare
yourself for a roller-coaster ride as you
embark on his life journey!

Poignant Memories
It is often said that the innocent eyes
of kids perceive the world differently
from adults. From young, Koon Ting
often saw his father ‘playing’ with false
teeth. This would have been interpreted
ordinarily by grown-ups to be washing,
putting in or taking out partial dentures.
This recollection, accentuated by the
demise of his father when he was taking
PSLE, inspired him to pursue dentistry.

Being a dental
surgeon is fulfilling
as it allows me to
do what I am
inspired to.”

Alumni in the spotlight

The Comeback Kid
Affected by his father’s passing on,
Koon Ting landed up in Normal
Academic Stream. His carefree days
came to an abrupt end as he had to
take on part-time jobs to make ends
meet. The list went on – security
guard, fast food counter attendant,
telemarketer, waiter, promoter,
administrative officer.

“In my secondary school days, I
worked after school till midnight,
before heading home. Some days,
I closed my eyes for a few moments
during class, and was ticked off by
teachers. Fortunately, teachers who
knew about my financial struggles
defended me,” he chuckled.
Amid this hectic schedule, Koon
Ting still made time to participate
in social community work, clinching

“From young, I learnt
the relationship
between giving and
gaining. One has
to give first before
getting what you
want in life.”

National Youth Achievement Awards
(NYAA). He was the top N and O level
student within his cohort. The turning
point arrived when he graduated
as a top SP student with a Diploma
with Merit in Biomedical Science.
Subsequently, he received the Lee
Kuan Yew Scholarship and Singapore
Polytechnic Alumni Scholarship. The
rest, as we know, is history.

Valuable Lessons
Working at an early age taught him
important lessons, which prepared
him for his entrepreneurial journey.
This runs against the grain of instant
gratification, which Koon Ting
cautioned against.
“I also learnt to be humble and openminded, especially when others hold
different views from us,” he added.
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Being His Own Boss
After being accredited as a fully
registered dental surgeon in
2013, Koon Ting obtained his vast
experience from both government
and private dental clinics before
starting his two clinics. During his
stint at a private clinic, many patients
complimented his skill and character.
They encouraged him to start his own
practice.
One loyal patient, Mdm Ong Bee Tin,
felt that his skills were a notch higher
than normal dental practitioners.
In fact, she had visited four dental
surgeons before taking a leap of faith
with Koon Ting. “At first, I thought
he is so young. However, as he took
the initiative to explain my situation,
give a comprehensive diagnosis and
propose a feasible solution, I was
impressed. He also has excellent
follow-up service,” she commented.

Recognitions such as these gradually
became a voice that Koon Ting
simply could not ignore. With
his entrepreneurial spirit ignited,
‘Polygems’ is born. He elaborated,
“The word ‘poly’ pays tribute to my
alma mater, and is also indicative
of the range of patients I want to
see. Everyone should have access
to dental treatment, regardless of
whether he or she is rich or poor.”
Koon Ting believes that every poly
student is a gem that has potential
yet to be unleashed. “The modular
system offered by SP gives students
the flexibility to develop interests
outside the school curriculum,” he
concluded. This can be a key factor
as Koon Ting can manage his time
effectively and allow him to achieve
greater heights.

Giving Back
espite their hectic schedules, two
outstanding Singapore Polytechnic
(SP) alumni, hip hop artist ShiGGa
Shay and visual effects artist Vicki Lau
shared their less trodden career paths
during ‘The Inspiring Alumni Series’ probono talks held on 22 April 2017. Read on to
discover real-life lessons on what it takes
to chase your dreams and aspirations. Their
advice can save you from making costly
mistakes in your own endeavours!

VIDEO TRAILER

FULL SPEECH
OF VICKI

FULL SPEECH OF
SHIGGA SHAY

Giving Back

Pursuing His Goals at All Odds
Pek Jin Shen, better known by
his stage name ShiGGa Shay, 24,
cannot envision a life doing anything
else other than music. Undaunted
by naysayers who painted a drab
prospect of the local music scene,
he learnt everything from scratch,
rotating between roles of producer,
performer and director.

My passion
has always been to share
my stories with the world
through music, to create
value in the process. I kept
pushing myself, not
knowing where this
will lead me

ShiGGa Shay’s talent and
perseverance culminated in him
representing Singapore to perform
at the White House Afterparty for
the State Dinner in August 2016.
While citing this as a milestone, he
reminded himself to stay grounded.
“Nothing can really be achieved
without proper teamwork. However
cliche it seems, there is no ‘I’ in the
team,” he chuckled.
ShiGGa was grateful to his two
mentors, Mr Loh Aik Khoon, Head
of SAF Music and Drama Company,
and Ms Gillian Tan, founder of
Clicknetwork.tv. Both gave him ample
opportunities to lay a firm foundation
in making, editing, directing and
performing in music videos.
Perhaps the most important lesson
he learnt from his mentors is to
have the courage to make mistakes,
bearing in mind not to repeat them.
His nugget of wisdom for readers?
“You have to find your purpose to
doing what you do. This will carry
you through your darkest moments
of self-doubt and roadblocks. Don’t
be afraid to ask for help. Learn from
everyone around you. Ensure you are
progressing towards your goals every
day. Never give up until your dream
comes true!”

Giving Back

From SP to Hollywood
“It’s all about you and what you
want,” Vicki Lau shared. Subscribing
to this maxim has empowered her
to pull through many adversities in
life, amid her strings of successes.
Academic wise, after graduating from
Singapore Polytechnic in 2011 as an
Institutional Medallist, she furthered
her studies at the Savannah College
of Art and Design. She emerged as
one of the top graduates in
2014, clinching the Summa
Cum Laude Bachelor’s in
Visual Effects.
Her visual effects magic
can be found in top movies
and TV series across a wide
spectrum of genres. Some
of the great hits that she
has worked on include
Guardians of the Galaxy,
The Walking Dead, Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles
and Independence Day:

Resurgence. Other notable
achievements include attending the
Emmy Awards, TED Talk which she
spoke about Virtual Reality, as well as
being granted a O-1B visa by the US
Government.
A loner in her younger days, Vicki
stumbled upon the joy of video
editing and recording at age 14.

I felt like the
whole world was in
my hands. Through
videos, I was able to
tell stories I could not
fully explain
in words.

Write in to us at contactus@sp.edu.sg if you have any stories of
inspiring SP alumni to share with us.

Vicki’s life blossomed during her
SP years, when she enrolled in
the Diploma of Digital Media &
Infocomm Technology. She also
became more confident as lecturers
assigned her leadership roles in
SP Videography Club. “Going to
the United States is a humbling
experience. Apart from working with
many talented people, it opened my
eyes to what is work-life balance,”
she smiled.
Vicki cautioned against using
awards and accolades as the only
yardsticks to measure your own
success. She advised, ”Ultimately
the greatest award in life is to be
able to do what you want, stay
true to your own goals, and find
your own path to success.”

Continuing Education and Training

ANCHORING
HER

PASSION
SION
IN THE
MARITIME INDUSTRY

Continuing Education and Training
As a premier global hub port,
Singapore is well-connected to over
600 ports in over 120 countries. A
key driver of the Singapore economy,
the maritime industry employs more
than 170,000 people and contributed
some seven per cent to Singapore’s
Gross Domestic Product in 2016
(Source: The Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore).
Tailored to give a head-start in
maritime careers, the Specialist
Diploma in Port Management and
Operations is a SkillsFuture Earn
and Learn Programme (ELP) which
deepens the skillsets of those in the
container terminal and multi-purpose
port operations.
Recent top Singapore Polytechnic
(SP) graduate, Priscilla Evangeline
Choo, 22, graduated with a GPA of
4.0. At first, navigation through the
myriad world of shipping terminology
was a challenge. Fortunately, her
‘course’ became smoother with the
help of two mentors, Captain Chatur
Wahyu, her SP lecturer and Mr Philip,
her ex-boss during an internship at
Dakshin Martime Services Pte Ltd.
“They inspired me in different ways.
Captain Chatur gave me a rigorous
foundation in maritime law and
insurance, while Mr Philip is the
person who encouraged me to read
course books issued by the Institute

of Chartered Shipbrokers. Through
reading, I familiarised myself with the
technical terms and my knowledge
of the maritime industry widened as
well, ” she reminisced.
With her heart entrenched in the
maritime industry, Priscilla decided to
pursue the ELP programme. Though
that meant waking up early at 5am
to prepare and read her study notes,
she was unfazed. In fact, she enjoyed

going to work every day. “Learning
came alive when I went on board
ships to experience what were taught
in class,” she explained.
On-the-job training among the
different aspects of port operations
at Jurong Port, such as finance,
workplace safety and container
yard planning further broadened
her horizons. Her senior colleagues
shared with her their invaluable

We should enjoy the
learning process, rather
than let results define us.
I always challenge myself
to be more than who
others or I think I am.”

experiences. “For instance, they
know the exact origin of their cargo,
and how it is being discharged. Such
deep learning is simply not attainable
just by reading textbooks,” she said.
When asked about her insights from
this experience, Priscilla commented,
“We should enjoy the learning
process, rather than let results define
us. I always challenge myself to be
more than who others or I think I am.”

Do you know?
Singapore Polytechnic signs MOU
to provide enhanced internship
opportunities for students in the
Social Service Sector
SP signed a MOU with six social and community service
agencies to offer structured internships for students from
the Diploma in Applied Drama and Psychology (DADP).
It aims to meet the growing demand for manpower in
a sector that serves various vulnerable communities.
Students would be able to apply their drama knowledge
and skillsets to help develop intervention programmes for
the agencies and evaluate its impact on the communities.

22 teams. 77 participants. 12 hours of hacking.
A 12-hour AWS Hackday 2017 organised by Amazon Web Services Singapore saw Singapore
Polytechnic (SP) Team, 4 Musketeers winning under the student category for delivering
a prototype that allowed senior citizens with limited English proficiency manage their
medications by scanning the QR code that is affixed to the pill container.
Timothy Thong, a former SP student and Gold medallist winner who graduated in 2007, was a
member of a team from Singtel who won second prize under commercial category.
To find out more, please click here

SP students won awards
at Singapore Amazing
Flying Machine Competition
(SAFMC) 2017
Four Singapore Polytechnic (SP) Teams from the School of
Electrical & Electronic Engineering and SP Aviation Club
participated in SAFMC this year. Two teams achieved
awards, in the second and fourth placing respectively in the
Open Category.

To find out more, please click here

SP and e2i
collaborate to
train students
and PMETs

Photo: e2i Webpage

To find out more about SAFMC 2017, please click here.
Please click here for the list of winners.

Singapore Polytechnic (SP) and e2i has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to enhance and boost the competencies and employability
of graduates and PMETs. The three-year partnership will allow union
members to attain new industry-relevant skills under the Union Training
Assistance Programme (UTAP). SP’s Professional and Adult Continuing
Education (PACE) Academy will offer an additional 102 skills-based modular
courses for union members; making up a total of 230 courses offered by
PACE Academy under UTAP.
Mr Soh Wai Wah, Principal and Chief Executive Officer of SP said, “Through
this meaningful partnership with NTUC, Singapore Polytechnic will be able
to help the workforce deepen its skills and enhance employability.”

Singtel partners
polytechnics to
help SMEs
Singtel tied up with Singapore Polytechnic to provide crucial
training in the digital space for small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) operating in the retail and food and beverage (F&B) sectors.
The team would develop a full suite of solutions to help enhance
the local F&B operators’ digital and marketing capabilities. This
collaboration will not only enable the SMEs to stay competitive,
but also provide a learning platform for SP students to apply
their skillsets.
To find out more, please click here

Students’ kit can detect Zika and Dengue Faster
Three Singapore Polytechnic (SP)
students from Diploma in Biomedical
Science devised a kit that detects
and distinguishes between the
Zika and Dengue virus. The kit,
developed in collaboration with
Tan Tock Seng Hospital and the
National Environment Agency, won
the Polytechnic Student Research
Programme Award.
To find out more, please click here

Do you know?
SMA at the forefront of training and accolades
Amidst the numerous regulatory and technological changes, the
Singapore Maritime Academy (SMA) looks ahead and introduced
new courses and initiatives to ensure that its graduates are
prepared for the future needs of the industry.
To find out more, please click here

The LEGO group builds drone-powered
flying cloud that rains candy
LEGO commissioned SP Diploma in
Aeronautical Engineering students to
build a dronepowered cotton wool
cloud that can rain candies, turning
the imagination of a group of children
into reality. This is part of LEGO’s
video campaign “#LegoBuildAmazing
project” to promote the importance
of creativity to parents.
To find out more, please click here

Diploma in Electrical & Electronic Engineering
(DEEE) Students Won 1st Place At Regional IEEE
MATE ROV Competition
Singapore Polytechnic (SP) DEEE
Engineering Academy students,
Yang Fan, Tan Hwee Peng, Chiong
Kai Ming, Lee Yann Ning, Lim Wei
Kheng and Teo Shyan Jie, competed
against students from universities in
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia to
win 1st place at the IEEE MATE ROV
(Remotely Operated Vehicle) competition held at Surabaya, Indonesia,
from 15-16 April 2017. The win automatically qualifies them for the
main competition in California, USA in June 2017.
Please click here for more information

SMA was presented the Special Mention
Award at the Singapore International
Maritime Awards 2017 held at Shangri-La
Hotel on 25 April 2017.
Please click here for more details

SP Teams clinched awards at National Assistive
& Rehabilitation Technologies Student Challenge
(ART SIC 2017)
Singapore Polytechnic (SP) Teams
from the School of Electrical
& Electronic Engineering and
the School of Mechanical &
Aeronautical Engineering won
the Gold, Bronze and Best
presentation awards in this year’s
ART SIC 2017.
To see photos on the ART SIC 2017, please click here

Fast-track for
SP accountancy
students

RoboCup Singapore
Open 2017
Co-organised by SP and Science Centre
Singapore (SCS) and supported by the
Infocomm Media Development Authority
of Singapore (IMDA), the RoboCup
Singapore Open 2017 was held 23rd to the
25th of March 2017.
The competition was a great success, with
participation from more than 140 teams
with more than 570 students and teachers
from Singapore, China, Hong Kong,
Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia and Russia
competing in 7 different challenge leagues.
The winning teams from Singapore
would participate in the RoboCup World
Championship 2017 to be held in Nagoya,
Japan, 27th – 30th July this year.
This year there are more SP students
and alumni to receive the RoboCup
Achievement Awards, IZZ DANIAL BIN
SELAMAT, a CoSpace Robotics winning
team’s trainer joined SP Common
Engineering. Nigel Ng Jing Heng, a
National CoSpace Champion from Pei
Hwa Secondary School joined SP to study
Aeronautical Engineering in April 2017.

With the tripartite memorandum
of understanding (MOU) signed
by Singapore Polytechnic (SP), the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) and
Deloitte Singapore, SP students now have the option of qualifying as
a chartered accountant locally and in the United Kingdom through an
accelerated route that did not require a degree. The MOU was the first
of its kind for ICAEW. The part-time Professional Chartered Accountancy
course offered by SP would better prepare and fast-track students to
complete the ICAEW Associate Chartered Accountant examination.
To find out more, please click here

To find out more, please click here

Happenings@SP

DLA Alumni
Industry Nite 2017

DMLS Reunion
Gallery Walk

Invited Guest,
SILA Accreditaton
Committee
Chairperson, Ms
Fumiko (extreme
left) with DLA
teaching staff.

Talk by SILA
President,
Mr Ronnie Tan

Diploma in Landscape
Architecture (DLA) alumni
returned to Singapore
Polytechnic on 24 March
for the DLA Alumni
Industry Nite 2017. Many
alumni had looked forward
to the event as they
would be able to receive
updated information
about membership

and accreditation from
Singapore Institute of
Landscape Architecture
(SILA) and take the
opportunity to gather with
their peers. Alumni from
various organisations such
as landscape consultancy
firms, contractor firms
and government agencies
attended the event. “It

is a good session for
us to meet alumni who
are working in other
companies and agencies.
I am also glad to learn
more about the future of
Landscape Architecture
and the impact that our
careers can make on the
society,” said Lin Xu, who
graduated in Year 2016.

Singapore Polytechnic Diploma in Materials
Science (DMLS) held its first reunion on 4
March 2017 after four batches of its students
have graduated. The gathering was a great
opportunity for the alumni and lecturers
to reconnect with each other and an apt
platform for new friendships to be forged.
With the reunion being well-received by the
attendees, there will definitely be more of
such get-togethers to be organised.

Happenings@SP

Community Service with Alumni
Two groups of Singapore Polytechnic (SP) alumni recently participated in overseas community service trips to
China and Vietnam in March and April 2017 respectively. Both trips ended on a positive note as volunteers and
beneficiaries had a wonderful time together.

Trip to Lijiang
11 SP alumni and two SP
staff headed to Lijiang,
China where they provided
support to 150 Liang Mei
Primary School students
and two less-privileged
families. At Liang Mei
Primary School, English
lessons were carried out
through games, music,

Trip to Vietnam
dance and craft activities.
Volunteers also took the
opportunity to build a
sports field next to the
school for the children. A
visit to two less-privileged
families was incorporated
where volunteers brought
basic necessities and
foodstuffs to children with

medical conditions and
engaged their families
with craftwork. An Easter
carnival was also organised
by the volunteers to bring
joy to the children. Not
only did the children had
a fun time, the volunteers
enjoyed themselves too.

36 SP alumni and 1 SP
staff travelled to Vietnam
to engage the Linh Phung
Primary School students
in Ben Tre. The team of
volunteers split into two
groups to help either
in infrastructure or to
teach English language
to the students. The
infrastructure team was
efficient and finished
painting the fences by

the third day. The English
language team introduced
the students to names
of animals, fruits and
vegetables as well as
English songs. Besides
learning English, the
volunteers engaged the
students in team-building
activities. On the last
day in school, a carnival
was held for close to 200

students, parents and
teachers whom had a
joyous time. As volunteers
also included house visits
in their community service
programme, they split
into four groups to visit
the families and provided
them with household and
food items before having
a scrumptious lunch
together.

Volunteers helped with cement work to build
a wall at the sports field
Infrastructure team at work

Children are guided to learn directions from the colourful road maps

Volunteers reading stories to the children

Group photo of volunteers

English Language team
with students

Happenings@SP

Training For
Real-Life Emergencies
More than 15 Singapore
Polytechnic (SP) alumni
from various Alumni
Interest Groups (AIGs)
attended the Citizen First
Responder Programme
conducted by Singapore
Red Cross Academy on
25 March 2017. It was a
refresher course for some,
while a new experience
at learning life-saving
techniques for others. As

many alumni from AIGs
either organise or attend
events on a regular basis,
they readily signed up
for the workshop, which
equipped them with
skillsets that would prove
beneficial in case of reallife emergencies during
events.
Besides equipping the
alumni with theoretical

Professional Image and
Etiquette Workshop

knowledge, the
instructors gave ample
opportunities for them
to hone their bandaging
and cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) skills.
The participants completed
the workshop, feeling
more confident to handle
common time-critical
medical emergencies.

There were around 30
Singapore Polytechnic
(SP) alumni who attended
the professional image
and etiquette workshop
conducted by certified
consultant, Ms Sally Tang,
on 13 May 2017. It was
an interactive one-day
workshop where alumni
were equipped with
practical tips on enhancing
their image and etiquette
skills for the workplace and

for any social or business
settings.
Ms Sally started by sharing
on the importance of ‘first
impression’ and advised
the participants on the
professional grooming dos
and don’ts. She then led
the participants to identify
their facial shapes and the
colour combinations that
are best suited for them.
Besides advising on image,

she provided information
on email, conversational
and dining etiquette. Many
demonstrations were
conducted to enhance the
learning experience.
SP alumni were glad
that they attended the
workshop and requested
to be informed of
upcoming developmental
workshops to help them
improve personally and
professionally.

Upcoming Courses & Events

PACE
ACADEMY
COURSES

Applied Data Analytics in Business NEW

7-8 Sep ‘17

AutoCAD 2016 Basics (2D and 3D)

23 Oct-29 Nov ‘17

Business and Science of Coffee *#

31 Jul-23 Aug ‘17

Certificate of Performance in Healthcare
Management *

7 Aug-20 Oct ‘17

Certificate of Performance in Healthcare Quality *
NEW

7 Aug-27 Oct ‘17

Introduction to Smart Cities NEW

2-3 Aug ‘17

Preparatory Course for COC Class 1 Deck Officer
(Orals and Shiphandling) *

4-28 Jul ‘17

Project Management Professional *
So you want to be an Entrepreneur? NEW
Theory and Clinical Practice of Phlebotomy *

22 July-19 Aug ‘17
3-4 Nov ‘17
4 Oct ‘17-21 Feb ‘18

Class 1 Boiler Attendant Course (5 Full Day Class) *

11-15 Sep ‘17

WSQ Apply Food Safety Management Systems in
Food Service Establishments (Chinese) *

10-11 Jul ‘17

Class 1 Boiler Attendant Course (Saturday Class) *

1 Jul-5 Aug ‘17

WSQ Apply Food Safety Management Systems in
Food Service Establishments *

20-21 Jul ‘17

WSQ Apply Packaging Materials and Technology in
Food Packages *

27-29 Sep ‘17

WSQ Control Noise and Vibration *

3-13 Oct ‘17

Class 2 Boiler Attendant Course (Saturday) *

21 Oct-25 Nov ‘17

COC Class 1 Marine Engineer Officer (Orals) *

7 Aug-1 Sep ‘17

Effective Digital Marketing and Sales NEW

20-21 Jul ‘17
WSQ Diploma in Freight and Transportation Services * 14 Aug ‘17-2 Aug ‘18

Environmental Control Officer *

28 Aug-4 Oct ‘17
WSQ Diploma in Warehouse Services *

Essentials of Digital Marketing NEW

8-9 Sep ‘17

Finance for Non-Finance Managers

29-30 Aug ‘17

High Voltage Installations Management *

25-27 Aug ‘17

Import/Export Business And International Trade *

21-22 Aug ‘17

Import/Export Contract and International Trade
Practices *

4-5 Sep ‘17

Import/Export Practices and Effective Uses of Letter
of Credit *

17-18 Jul ‘17

Industrial Audiometry *
Introduction to Service Innovation NEW

NEW - New Course

WSQ Follow Good Food Labelling Practices *

11-12 Sep ‘17

WSQ Follow Good Manufacturing Practices *

29 Aug ’17

22-23 Aug ‘17

Fundamentals of Plastics Technology *#

LEGEND:

11 Jul ‘17-1 Aug ‘18

WSQ Fundamentals of the Personal Data Protection
Act * NEW

18-19 Jul ‘17

WSQ Implement Advanced Food Hygiene Practices *

23-25 Aug ‘17

WSQ Manage Hazardous Substances *

14 Aug-8 Sep ‘17

WSQ Monitor Noise and Vibration *

10 Aug-4 Sep ‘17

WSQ Optimise Efficiency of Motor Driven Systems *

11-15 Sep ‘17

19-26 July ‘17

WSQ Perform Maintenance of Photovoltaic (PV)
Systems *

6 Nov-2 Dec ‘17

15-16 Sep ‘17

WSQ Provide Advice on Wine *

25 Jul-3 Aug ‘17

* Eligible for Skills Future Credit		

# Eligible for SP Alumni Discount

Quiz

SP Still
Remembers
You!

Answer to last issue’s crossword puzzle:

5.

Y

Even after graduation, you can continue to enjoy the slew
of privileges and workshops offered by SP. Who knows,
you may catch up with old friends at the gatherings!
Stand a chance to win prizes if you hit on the right
answers (Hint: read this issue). Simply email to
Jessica_Wong@sp.edu.sg before 15 July 2017.
Answers will be published on Alumni@SP E-newsletter
(September 2017 Issue).

1. _ _ _m_ _ _ _ y s_ _ v_ _ _ (two words)
2. S_ _ _l_ _ u _ _ _ _ (one word)
3. SP Alumni _ _r_ (three words)
4. _eu_ _ _ _ (one word)
5. _ _ _q_ _tte (one word)
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Alumni Card Privileges
1. 50% off First Treatment
•
•
•
•
•

10% off total bill

1. Amore Fitness: Enjoy
$100 off Fitness
membership (for minimum
6 months purchase)
2. Amore Boutique Spa:
Enjoy an Algo Discovery
Hydrating Facial (75
min) for only $68 (worth
$136.96)
Terms and Conditions:
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Applicable to SP alumni cardholders
and new customers of Amore Fitness &
Boutique Spa only
• Offer not valid with other discounts,
promotions, vouchers or privileges
• Spa treatments are by appointment only
• All outlets are exclusive to ladies; except
for Amore Living at Tampines One which is
open to all*

Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

Terms and Conditions:
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Applicable for 10% discount off total bill
• Offer is not valid with other vouchers,
promotions and credit card offers
• Applicable at all Eighteen Chefs outlets
• Present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni Card to
enjoy this offer
• The Management reserves the rights to change
or amend the above terms and conditions
without prior notice
Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

Valid for New Customers Only
Valid For One-time Redemption Only
Applicable only for ala-carte services
Not valid for semi-permanent services
Customers must quote ‘SPBH50’ instore and flash
SP Alumni Card to redeem offer; redeemable at all
outlets. Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts,
privileges or packages/promotions

Valid for All Customers
Valid for Multiple Redemptions
Applicable only for ala-carte services
Not valid for semi-permanent services
Customers must quote ‘SPBH20’ instore and flash SP
Alumni Card to redeem offer
• Redeemable at all outlets
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018.
• Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts,
privileges or packages/promotions

ALUMNI CARD

10% off total bill

Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

•
•
•
•
•

SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC (SP)

PRIVILEGES
Terms and Conditions:
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Applicable for 10% discount off total bill
• Offer is not valid with other vouchers,
promotions, privilege card and credit card offers
• Applicable at Eighteen Chefs Signature outlet
• Present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni Card to
enjoy this offer
• The Management reserves the rights to change
or amend the above terms and conditions
without prior notice

2. 20% off Ala-Carte Services

THE FOLLOWING PROMOTIONS ARE ONLY
VALID FROM 1 JUNE 2017 TO 31 MAY 2018

Executive Suite Special:

• $180/night during Off-Peak Period
• $320/night during Peak Period
• $340/night during Super Peak Period
Enjoy the following perks during the Executive Suite Stay
:: One complimentary BBQ pit
:: One complimentary parking label
:: Four complimentary passes for the use of the Club’s sporting
and recreational facilities

10% discount on ala-carte
services at all Kenko outlets
Terms and Conditions:
• All services are inclusive of GST
• Not applicable for/with other discounts, offer,
promotional items, purchase of vouchers, treatment
packages and/or spa package membership
• Treatments are non-refundable, non-exchangeable
and non-accumulative
• All charges incurred by guests during the services
are to be paid by the guest
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018; subsequent
and other promotions are subject to Kenko
Reflexology & Spa’s review
• Strictly by appointment basis
• This discount is valid for Singapore Polytechnic
alumni cardholders only
• Please kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni
Card for verification upon visiting

Terms and Conditions:
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• The SP Alumni Card must be presented at the
point of booking/payment
• Booking is open 3 months in advance
• Executive Suite is subject to availability
• The rack rates are for booking of the
Executive Suites located on the 2nd and 3rd
level
• Please note that there will be an additional

Spend $30 or more and get
a signature dessert ‘Old Habit
Coconut Kueh’ FOR FREE
Terms and Conditions:
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• This discount is valid for Singapore
Polytechnic alumni cardholders only
• Please kindly present Singapore Polytechnic
Alumni Card for verification upon visiting

Click here to refer to more information.

Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

$40 charge per night for booking of the
Executive Suites located at the Ground Level
• All booking charges are subject to 7% GST;
no service charge
Off Peak: Sunday to Thursday (Excluding
School Holidays, Eve of Public Holidays,
Public Holidays)
Peak: Friday, Saturday/Sunday to Thursday
during School Holidays/Eve of Public
Holidays and Public Holidays

Super Peak: Friday, Saturday, Eve of Public
Holidays and Public Holidays during School
Holidays
• Aranda Country Club reserves the right to
amend the terms and conditions without
prior notice

Click here to refer to more information.

Alumni Card Privileges
1. Dental Cleaning Package @
$120 nett (Package includes
consultation, scaling and polishing
+ Full mouth Xray). For first-time
patients only.
2. Dental Cleaning + Fluoride
Therapy @ $150 nett (Package
includes consultation, scaling and
polishing + Full mouth Xray). For
first-time patients only.

3. Dental Cleaning + Prophy Jet @ $100
nett (For patients who have heavy
staining due to coffee/tea or smoking)

6. Whitening Packages:
i) Take Home Kit @ $500
nett (Packages Include Teeth
4. Aesthetic tooth colour/filling/tooth
Whitening Gel, Custom-Made
extraction (10% off from usual
Whitening Tray)
price]. For first-time patients only.
ii) Chairside Whitening + Scaling
5. Single Dental Implant Package
& Polishing @ $1,200 nett
@ $2,750 nett. (After medisave
(Packages Include Chairside
claim, package includes: Crown,
Whitening Treatment, Scaling
Xray, Medication and Consumables.
and Polishing)
EXCLUDES Bone Grafting.)

• Valid for New Customers Only
* Alumni discount, if applicable, will be
clearly indicated on the course page
under Funding Incentive as “Discount for
SP Alumni”
Click here to refer to more information.

• Valid For One-time Redemption Only

PRIVILEGES

Terms and Conditions:
• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Promotion is applicable to only online purchase at
shop.phshair.com
• Each transaction is applicable for one promotional code
Click here to refer to more information.

• Terms and Conditions indicated here are subjected to changes
without prior notice
Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

• This promotion is valid for Singapore Polytechnic alumni
cardholders only
Click here to refer to more information.

• Kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni Card for
verification upon visiting

• Applicable only for ala-carte services
• Valid for waxing services only
• Not valid for semi-permanent services;
customers must quote ‘SPST50’ instore
and flash SP Alumni Card to redeem offer;
redeemable at all outlets
• Cannot be used in conjunction with
other discounts, privileges or packages/
promotions

2. 20% off all product purchase
using promo code ‘SP20’
upon checkout

• Kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni Card for
verification upon visiting

Terms and Conditions:
• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018

• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018

1. Free Shipping With Any
Purchase Using Promo
Code ‘FREESHIPPING’ upon
checkout

• This promotion is valid for Singapore Polytechnic alumni
cardholders only

SPGG F&B outlets (The Coffee Hub,
Poolside Café and the Restaurant)

ALUMNI CARD

1. 50% off First Treatment

• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018

10% discount for ala-carte menu at

SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC (SP)
Up to 10% discount
on selected courses*

Terms and Conditions:
• Prices indicated herein is GST-included

2. 20% off Ala-Carte Services

Click here to view the latest offers.

THE FOLLOWING PROMOTIONS ARE ONLY
VALID FROM 1 JUNE 2017 TO 31 MAY 2018

Special Offers for Singapore Polytechnic
Alumni for seminars, events or training
programs by Success Resources Pte Ltd.
Get 10 – 50% off usual price for events
such as National Achievers Congress,
Millionaire Mind Intensive, Robert
Kiyosaki events, Tony Robbins events etc.

Terms and Conditions:
• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Subject to availability
• Tickets purchased are non-refundable

• Not valid with other offer/promotion
• Success Resources Pte Ltd reserves the right to
amend the promotions from time to time

• Valid for All Customers
• Applicable only for ala-carte services
• Customers must quote ‘SPST20’ instore
and flash SP Alumni Card to redeem offer
• Redeemable at all outlets
• Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• Cannot be used in conjunction with
other discounts, privileges or packages/
promotions

20% off adult tickets
Click here to refer to more information.

Click here to refer to listing of outlets.

Terms and Conditions:
• Valid for Purchase from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018

• Tickets are non-refundable/exchangeable

• This promotion is valid for Singapore Polytechnic
alumni cardholders only

• Promotion is not applicable for special events, not
valid with any other discounts and promotions

• Kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni Card for
verification upon visiting

• Trick Eye Museum reserves the rights to change the
terms and conditions at any time without prior notice

• Tickets are valid for selected date of visit only

• Last admission to Trick Eye Museum is 8pm

• Discount is limited for up to 2pax only

• Additional terms and conditions may apply

Alumni Card Privileges
Terms and Conditions:

Branches:

• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
• This promotion is valid for Singapore Polytechnic alumni cardholders only
• Kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni Card for verification upon visiting

10% off single service,
20% off two or more services

• This promotion is not valid in conjunction with other ongoing promotions,
discounts, packages and vouchers
• Discount is not valid for wash and blow, retail products and keratin treatment
• Only available at TONI&GUY Rochester, Star Vista, Mandarin Gallery and Novena

Toni & Guy
Mandarin Gallery

Toni & Guy
Rochester

Toni & Guy
The Star

Toni & Guy
Novena

333A Orchard Road,
Mandarin Gallery #03-17,
Singapore 238897

35 Rochester Drive,
Rochester Mall #02-01
Singapore 138639

1 Vista Exchange
Drive, The Star #B1-22
Singapore 138617

179 Thomson Road,
Goldhill Centre,
Singapore 307626

SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC (SP)

ALUMNI CARD

Terms and Conditions:
• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May
2018

1. 5% discount with a
minimum spending of
$30 (after GST)
2. 10% discount with a
minimum spending of
$60 (after GST)

Click here to refer to more information.

PRIVILEGES

• This promotion is valid for Singapore Polytechnic
alumni cardholders only

Terms and Conditions:
• Promotion is valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May
2018

• Kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni
Card for verification upon visiting
• Is valid for dine-in only

• This promotion is valid for Singapore
Polytechnic alumni cardholders only

• Cannot be exchanged for cash, or use in
conjunction with other promotions, discounts,
offers or any card privileges

• Kindly present Singapore Polytechnic Alumni
Card for verification upon visiting

• Is valid on Tuesdays – Sundays (including public
holidays)
• Business hours: Morning 9am – Midnight 3am.
Closed on Mondays

THE FOLLOWING PROMOTIONS ARE ONLY
VALID FROM 1 JUNE 2017 TO 31 MAY 2018

1. 50% off First Treatment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10% discount off total bill

Valid for New Customers Only
Valid For One-time Redemption Only
Applicable only for ala-carte services
Not valid for semi-permanent services
Customers must quote ‘SPWNAH50’ instore and flash SP Alumni Card to redeem offer
Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018
Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts, privileges or packages/ promotions

• Is valid for dine-in only
• Is not valid on eve of Chinese New Year
• The Management reserves the rights to change
or amend the above terms and conditions
without prior notice

Click here to refer to more information.

2. 20% off Ala-Carte Services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valid for All Customers
Valid for multiple redemptions
Applicable for ala-carte services
Not valid for semi-permanent services
Customers must quote ‘SPWNAH20’ instore and flash SP Alumni Card to redeem offer
Valid from 1 June 2017 to 31 May 2018; cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts,
privileges or packages/ promotions

Click here to refer to
more information.

